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ABSTRACT 

When performing the actual additional sheet forming procedures, it is expected to be exposed to Tool failure and 

physical failure. So, the risks should be within their minimums. This research aims to predict material failure as 

well as tools. The quantitative and hypothetical method was adopted as a controller of the solid formation and 

weight parts formation. Overlay sheet metal forming strategies define boundaries. The use of progressive sheet 

materials makes new hard tasks simulate procedures due to the formability of materials strengthens associated 

with classical steel metal. The following may cause a fractured challenges situation may occur information action, 

also It has been faced nonharmony case in materials forming possessions supplied by the deferent vendors. 

Moreover, the other challenge is represented through high interacted stress with high heat throughout formatting 

processing, which leads to a reduction in the tool's life. The maximum forming ability and the large tendency of 

formed elastic material to revert before forming leads to inaccuracy of the dimensions in the part that has been 

formed before. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Extra Sheeting is a new sheet metal used technology in a huge manufacturing field. It is a flexible forming process 

as preparing to produce modern parts depends on time after taking days in the past. As is the case of some old 

approaches throughout forming process [1,2]. This action is perfect because it uses pc software drawing (3D-

graphics& designing) applications that represent the part that will be produced. It also describes different 

formation processes [3], compute formation forces, and prediction part defects (crinkles, Ripping, and wrongness 

in dimensions) [4], so its suggestion rectifying procedures. Accordingly, forming additional sheets is completely 

feasible in producing prototypes and processes with few production stages. There is no need for manual work, so 

the repetition (the route is horizontal, but the disadvantage takes a long time, which means more costs [5–8]. 

BOUNDARY FORMING CURVE AND BORDER DIAGRAM FORMATION 

Forming ability can undergo a sheet metal plate to get rid of tearing or twisting while processing the changing 

surface. It has been find many forms of necks scattered metal sheets [9]. Diffuse neck occurs when stress is high. 

Stress at the neck is usually known as natural stretching. Whereas the neck's condition is related to the 

unpredictability width leading to a significant decrease in the width of the leaf near the segmented as a fragment. 

The neck stress is associated with uniform stretched. Here it is called the "unity axial tensioned effect." Formation 

Bend Curve is a distortion level curve usually controlled by the specific neck related to the yielding crack. 

Formation bend curve draws the main effect at the beginning of the located necking for the whole secondary effect 

values in other loading paths, such as uniaxial [10], isolated scales, and the complete graphics diagram is known 

as (boundary diagram formation). 

Coordination sys of shaping level diagram 

shaping level diagram signifies the limitation of formability at coordination sys ε-1 and secondary strains ε-2, as 

shown in Fig1-B. Limits of shaping is regularly failure branded by (tearing), which is termed the (limiting curve 

shaping) [11]. However, it cannot be allowed in normal production conditions up to the local neck: neither from 
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an aesthetic nor partial functional process. This is the reason for determining the extra boundary curves Beside 

the tearing neck reduction as well. The area among fractions and a neck-line diagram is known as ( neck as the 

range of the neck). At a certain level of turbulent stressors, a local paper instability can also occur: this is the 

wrinkles phenomenon. It is also clear that besides tearing and local Hugging, wrinkles should also be avoided. 

Draw the formation with these strokes fig1-b. which curves and areas at the bottom of the local neck area Shown, 

the other area Refers to the safe area for natural conditions of formation in terms of specialization ε-1 and 

secondary ε-2 The main stress  

The processing 

This process is based on stratification, in which the model is divided into horizontal slices. In addition to setting 

up a computer numeric control to lead the direction of working on the plates. The forming tool is moved along 

the path of the Numeric controller tools as follows [12]: 

1. The tool moves down, touches the plate, and then draws the curves on the horizontal plane [13]. 

2. The move is made one step down, as shown in the figure above, to draw the next curve and own towards the 

next step. Furthermore, a plate holder is fixed from the blank side of it during the entire process. Two 

techniques are used in this forming process: 

 

Figure 1. Shaping actions in positive method    

 

Figure 2. Deferent mode of stress plotters 

Negative formation and positive formation, the second is usually the best one, during the industrial applications 

this formation process is affected by several factors, that may be subject to the following: This process is based 

on stratification, in which the model is divided into horizontal slices. Besides, the control computer set up with a 

direction of the work tools on the plates were moved along the path of the tools under the computer control; certain 

Things were observed during the formation process as follows: 
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- It is difficult to perform a precision forming process of low depth surfaces and a large radius of curvature 

and surfaces with a vertical slope. 

- Tool of engine usage (depth, efficiency) of formed material, (miles,2007:pp129-135). 

- The forming and erection tool (the minimum forming diameter of the surfaces requires specific hardness 

of the materials to be formed); 

- Materials to be formed (extent of formability, springs, for example ) in wide usage. 

Formation well-known is a well-known boundary graph, and it is completely unlike a curve formed throughout 

the traditional way as the line appears with an undesirable angle at (+ zone) of simple pressure on the boundary 

shaping chart. Also, It has been found no typical-roll during the test procedure for determining the modulation 

boundary arc informing course. However, in the current research, itr refer to the Plat's nicking hill criteria, which 

consider that in the standard axial expansion test [14]. the approximate uniform span is close to being equal with 

the solid origin n. The spans this to describe the stress at a metallic ligament for the localized plates, assuming 

that the local neck will form in the zero extension direction. The thickness and effect of homeostasis decrease 

when the neck forms, i.e., fractures inside the material reach a state where traction increases to zero. The zero 

extension direction is derived at the angle of the main pressure direction. Therefore, this model is valid at α less 

than 0, so it could only be used for the left branch of the forming diagram level. Then Hill derived the following 

standard and expression for the main curve and the minor ones of forming stress. 

New lab-experiment plus academic revisions are still under research and development throughout this case study 

Where some general ideas for the design of the test are shown for the paths of forming tools and directed to the 

computer, according to the conditions of expansion, single and two axes. An experimental formula for 

convergence with a modulation boundary scheme (level formed pro) is used. This can identify two important 

factors that have been studied in the current research, namely the forces of formation and the ability to form 

materials. To determine machine tools that can be used, it should be known the force of shaping and the type of 

metal shaping implement in addition to plat width, which is used throughout=-design the process. It determines 

the material's formability and knows production possibility which could be used in a typical way. In this study, 

the problems related to the formation by forces were investigated quantitatively and experimentally, where an 

approximate theoretical solution was proposed. The susceptibility to forming was also performed, as some 

technical problems of the forming process were addressed. 

Factors affecting the process of sheet metal forming 

Knowledge of essential powers for (effective procedure) to start shaping process important mater to choose the 

right equipment, so it will be possible to get rid of (tool-miscarriage). Necessary power for gradual formation 

must be resolute techniques at work could be found to prevent overloading the tool. As a distinctive holder kit 

styled equalized loads power. Solid metal support faced important considerable thing especially during the usage 

while making large-space (from tool to supporter) as minimal as possible [15]. To analyze the forces of formation, 

a pilot study was conducted as in the illustration. Where the process of measuring the voltage is prepared, and it 

consists of the forming process equipment for the plates installed above the (pie Zoe-electric) part, The scheme 

of measure also consists charging galvanizer, and  (info-cards order) with computer control going to amplified 

amount of power for 50 Hz [15]. 
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Figure 3. Measurement using computer control 

 

Figure 4. Compound sheeting under power elements 

As shown in Fig.4, power outlines in x, y, z coordination differ between each other plate contrast with asymmetric 

distortion manner, results achieved consistently at the same line in fig 1 The numerical procedures, described in 

fig3 were improved, and better simulations were achieved. Figure 4 shows the calculated contact forces. The sheet 

forming process is designed with a certain computer application. In fig4 a simulation similar to the property’s 

material was performed.  

 

Figure 5. Controlling by computer application upon elements power 
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Criteria for (variance-tropic) raised with solidification format. (solid factors impact pressures association) that 

empirically resulted compare (fig. 4-5) demonstrates strength outlines which consistent. .the estimated power over 

lab one in the experiments that come out from estimated usage to describe stressful conduct in limited component 

examines exemplary. Likewise, calculation of modulation borders-line was also observed related to 

experimentally limits, which resulted when the simple exponential relationship (Holloman) was adopted. In, it 

was proposed that Voce approximation for aluminum. Finite Analyses prototypical upgraded describing the 

subject matter's stiffness near with polyline. It has been find differences between fig. 4 in and 4  in time-scales 

which mean relationship could be prepared by looking at (load-curves) It has been recognize that peaks razed after 

the instrument reached angle position at the top of the pyramid, and then when the tool takes a vertical step down. 

Here, a simple theoretical model can be developed to estimate the sheet forming process's strength components. 

The uniform expansion of the sheet metal is assumed under stress conditions of the plane. Neglecting bending and 

cracking force In our current sheet, It has been saw the last one was to take addicted to account contrast, and 

improved according to that action, while The second one comes to (Yield-point) measures of the Hill system that 

used to describe the property variance. The following estimate of T tensile strength has been obtained r [16]: 

𝑇 = 2𝑅𝐵𝐾
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 (Yield-point) standard represented with (k.), and (R.) as (contrast-coefficient-m) while, (K.) is the power 

factor, and (n.) refers to (exponential-stress). 

 The first value (ϴt) pointed to (Sheet-depth), while (B-R) refer to (span-radius). 

 Pressure x ε It is resolute by the formation of the engineering. Computing modes x ε are given. The 

modulation force components are z-F (vertical) with x-F controlled track of (tool-path). 

f − x = tsinf − 2 = t(1 − COS? ) [13]. Where T and 𝜃 are the tensile strength and the contact angle, respectively. 

Engineering relationships are provided to assess the contact angle.  

  The theoretical analysis determined of forming force components in (Figure-5), The tallness (math-

function) swelling (Eng.-Formation) are given which agreeing with Tentative results on Time formation. 

 

Figure 6. Axes of powers in 2-D Represented in (X, Y) 
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The components of (shaping power) obtained from theoretical analysis Fig 5, The math-roles of tallness swelling 

(Eng. formation) are given resultant Tentatively outcomes formation in time [17]. In Fig 6. Forming strength 

components x F for different values of plastic The parameter variance is the variance of (R) abstract outcomes 

coincide at the same line of ieski case that clearly shown in (Figure.7) where the contrast affects material-shape, 

so the formation force (elements-factors as X F) increases with increasing the coefficient of variance R. 

 

Figure 7. Sheet Variance Shaping Forces 

Formation Ability 

The formability limit diagram is used as a material estimation tool in the sheet forming process. Formation 

methods established Distortion type fully, equivalent to a slight (un-negative) stress area of Formability limit 

diagram. Several formability studies indicate that the Formability limit diagram in the sheet-forming process is 

quite different. Compare the formability limit diagram to conventional modulation processes (such as un-shallow 

sketch) with experimental means in a standard scheme for the formability limit diagram. It is a stress Incremental 

modulation method for straight tracks (with slender exception) according to (circle-rad). 

Stresses achieved in the forming process of platelets, Even over 290% Aluminum sheet. According to this, the 

Formability limit diagram Created for conventional formation operations, which hard (successfully-usage) 

incremental sheet formability that forced us to use unusual formability by a foundation of a limit diagram. 

Although machinability is higher in the forming limitation diagram of the plates (upper bounding curve formation 

is higher), they are more engineering constraints than conventional configuration Techniques like deep drawing. 

This happens because the altered procedure adopted in (un-shallow) sketching leads to  (sheet-dragged) towards 

mold when the deformation of forming the plates' local materials are not withdrawn to the treatment area. Thus, 

some Part features are based on section thickness calculation. In order to create the curve level drawing curve, a 

path in the form of a circular surface mesh with a (three millimeters) fixed diameter 

 Plate, where formed by the method of synthetic plates, continued until the point of failure of the metal, and that 

the gradations of the circular pattern determined the specific strain as in Figure 7 where the distortion was near 

The area of severe bends and sharp corners. It was observed that the results of this laboratory experiment are 

identical to the curve of the drawn formation level and that deviations in the level of strain from those that have 

an approximate linear curve have no relationship. 
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Figure 8. Examine ISF Plate 

 

Figure 9. The deformation relation according to the depth 

The tension breakdown determined by using the Cockroft-Latham standard math equation as below:  

∫  
𝜀eq

fi 

0

𝜎1
𝜎eq

d𝜀eq = 𝐶

𝜀1 + 𝜀2 = 𝜀fr

 

𝜀1 + 𝐶1𝜀2 = 𝐶2 

σ-1 is maxed conventional tension, and  σ𝑒𝑞    and ε𝑒𝑞   are the same 

tension and pressure, regard. Equivalent crack pressure is symbolized by (ε  
fr

eq
  ) .  this crack pressure and the 

limited stress matching with the flat stress state seem clear in fig.7. the final result is related to the formula. back 

to the equation above, we see ε1-2 represents main and nonminor pressure, and according to the equations above, 

the conclusion is : if ( c-1), ( c-2) indicates sheet factors under pressure conditions, the crack pressure found by 

non-incremental forming is useful for predicting the limitation of pressure in the compound- forming processings. 

The planned roughly hypothetical model displays the typical harmony with expanded tallness over (two- 

millimeters) of thickness. 

COMMON DRAWBACK TECHNIQUES COULD BE FACED 

many problems may be found in this case as: 

The huge radius of curving 

many problems may be found with steep walls, but there look to be some accuracy problems in thin sides with a 

huge area of curving. This occurs due to the flexible back fit, which is also debated just before. slighter 

perpendicular device usage must get rid of forming strong deep looking (surface-strokes) of the sheet, which is 

recognized throughout fabrication planning operations of the additional sheet metal formation [4]. 

Ramparts vertical case 
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In the additional sheet metal formation, the wall draft angle directly affects the rampart's final thickness. If it is 

"close to zero," the compression state is above the formation boundary curve shown in Fig6, and the material will 

halt [18]. Generally, aluminum sheets, when used in this case, rampant with a temperature over α 30C, could be 

produced without any physical defects. Some studies stated that it achieved α =0, but it is still too far to achieve 

daily industrial action. It has found a serious restraint on sheet metal's additional formation, which eliminates 

many likely submissions. 

The space among instrument and the sheet supporting cases 

It is important to know how to leave perfect space ( device and fixture) [4].  In case of the following: 

- The nonconformity will be too big in high degree spaces. 

- Compressed caused when very small space occurred among (device-fixture), leading to (dilution arises). 

Because the material is not relatively solid, the compacted material in (backing-contact) of the tools 

(upper-displaced) and boosts tops of forming just like before the supporter, all of that recognized though 

out the experiments leads to nonconformities (error by millimeters).  

The best initial fact for choosing the space measurement is the depth of the first metal sheet. 

Difficulties appears inflexible metals 

Serious precision problems arise when handling flexible materials, for example, stainless steel. The flexible metal 

has important effects also. It became so clear if the space between the instrument and the supporter makes distance 

or formed a sustenance way. After sheet cutting, we may recognize that, especially when removing the large ends. 

Especially in wide surface sheets, Deflection and deformation accrue and may cause engineering errors 

exemplified by accumulated millimeters out of required measurement [14]. It has to use additional procedures 

like heat treatment to eliminate the remaining pressure parts first, then starting cutting procedures. 

Forming  graphical diagram modeling at high heat 

Formability of sheet metal with high temp rise was found during the heat formatting process. Though, empirically 

decisive the forming diagram in heat formation circumstances is exactly hard, because, shaped graphical diagram 

plotted dataset its costs time and money at elevated temperatures are much lower compared to the room temp 

complement [14]. One big complication is the speed of formation or case of the sensitivity of the pressure rate. It 

can be changed to include the rate of pressure precisely [19]. 

Forming  graphical diagram modeling at Room heat 

Formability of sheet metal with pressure through forming diagram drawing at room heat is different in effect 

between aluminum and other metal during the process (Torikai, 2001: pp180-236). 

SHAPING EXPERIMENT(THE LABORATORY  HI-TEMP- IMPACT) 

Aluminum deformed at a designated between (350-500 °)  with a distortion pressure 0.02-1 / surface : 

A minute later, The tension path state covers uni-axial, bi-axial, and biaxial stress to decide the shaping diagram 

plotter for the sheet under 500° (fig10). The two-axis test system can perform pressure capacity by using an 

indicator set. Factual- effects led to faults – measures of shaping diagram plotter when the resent actual tension 

with thermo case which throughout our experiment. Constants of aluminum-60-82 Calibrated Substances related 

to Form-ability as Fig (11). 
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Figure 10. Distortion under tension curves 

We determined all Data of the limits of differ-shaping tension of plotted tracks. Thus, arch synthesis's Shaping 

diagram plotter settings were established when the tension rate increases the specified stress rate from 0.011 / 

surface to 0.9 / surface of the maxi aluminum-60-82. The modulation limit upsurge greater than 0.11 / surface to 

0.9 / surface. A monotonous increase in the regulating  TEMP was experienced from 375 °  to 500 ° Centigrade 

that makes that it was possible to get aluminum-60-82  shaping action under the framework of hi heat satiating 

circumstances. The limiting diagram specified on the leftward of the shaping plotted diagram is nearby with both 

ones, which represents an advanced influence toward hi TEMP according to the material beneath the two-axis 

pressure pathways of tension according to those under the pressure pathways, so higher modulation rapidity with 

higher heat in the interior of assigned limits are useful for refining the sheet of aluminum -60-82 modulation under 

hi temperatures circumstances. Temp effect on current tension reaction of aluminum sheet-60-82 the results shows 

that it has hi –sensitive against heat, and this is common for utmost metals as Fig 10  explains that where current 

tension numbers at different tension levels for distortion heat  (395 445C) centigrade up to 500 centigrade by draw 

curve line represents logarithm tension in contradiction of inverse-TEMP). The tension degree with difficult 

decrease as the rise-up temperature proximity specifies that the typical equal initiation energy equation could 

describe TEMP adoption of flow pressure. However, there was a small linear deviation of the material under low 

pressure (0.09e show 5)  as the table below shows the metal sheet constant depends on shaping forecast under hot 

quenching shaping: 

𝜇11 𝜇 12 𝜇 2 ∅11 ∅12 

0.85 451.9 0.15 19.09 874.6 

∆11 ∆12 ∆21 ∆22 γ 

79.8 26.1 -81.1 3.52E-3 3.5E-3 

 

When heat-temp is higher (Fig (11) of a microscopic capillary network vibrating, it improves the dislocation 

movement, thus reducing the flow stress that the metal-sheet needs to pass the initiation barriers. 
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Figure 11. Distortion under temp plotted-curve. 

 Slip activation of scrap limits and tiny retrieval is further galvanized with enlarged heat-TEMP ductility, which 

results in Fig- 10 displays this case. When the heat is more than 100 centigrade, the variance between the stretch 

values is substantial ( 21%). The sheet metal got high Temperature-sensitive, at a temperature of 500 centigrade, 

leading to proper shaping action according to the main experiential elongation, which aids shaping action. Fig(12). 

 

Figure 12. Distortion after elongation via heat increase. 

RESULTS DISCUSSING 

- Form mode based have been enhanced on sticky- damages based on physics has been established to designate 

aluminum distortion conduct and forecast of aluminum shaping when hot (stamp-press) circumstances. 

- It considers the mechanisms of evolutionary processes driven by displacement processes, such as labor stress, 

recovery, dynamic and static.  

- The effects of stress plus temperature rate on a mechanical, thermal response, and aluminum sheet formation 

are demonstrated. 
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- Data from single-axis and biaxial susceptibility experiments were used to calibrate and validate all equations. 

Specific models give a precise forecast of aluminum-60-82 formation limits, which led to the physical 

distortion demonstrated according to quenching shaping circumstances. 

- The accuracy of specific (shape- forming plotted curve) was evaluated according to the effects of tension plus 

the ultra-heat rate that occurred from a single-axis thermal tensile assessment.  

- Aluminum-60-82 sheet showed high formability in high tension degree  experiment that modeling action 

techniques have been created and could be used to assess thermo-mechanical (tech-details) and the formation 

of mineral materials under hot stamping conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Incremental forming plate model was formulated using computer software. The operations which verified are 

intended to identify forming graphical diagrams and formation of strength constituents during (compound sheet 

shaping) operation. Trial and geometric recognized outcomes gained designate through respectable acceptance. 

The estimated hypothetical perfect originates from estimating the strength parts in bulging heights greater than 2 

mm. Innovative additional plate formation plans are indicated to define a graphical diagram of forming result. It 

turns out that in performed tasks in un axial expansion circumstances, the effect of variability in soft metal variance 

must be taken into account. However, it is different when It has been tested that using axial expansion 

circumstances, the hemisphere method in pressing trial could be used in the final engineering of the plate which 

formed which selected along the lines of conventional forming graphical diagram.   
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